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Download

the healthy habits app (free) if
youre looking for a daily habit
tracker that you can set up to

remind you on your mobile
device, this one might be the
best option for you. its pretty
simple to set up, and theres a

bunch of easy-to-use reminders
that you can set up. if your kids

already love yoga or another
form of physical activity, try a
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free youtube channel that
focuses on specific techniques

like core workouts, balance, and
flexibility. this one, called yoga

with bloom, features yoga-
inspired music and encouraging

group discussions from
instructor liliana neubauer. (the

videos are also available on
other streaming platforms.) it
involves yoga, but its not like

any of the ones you see at your
local gym. instead, it’s more like
yoga, and more like yoga we do

at home, just with a focus on
core strength. you can view the
class on any mobile device or

access it on the sprint kids trail
app. wake up, get dressed, and
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get out the door. whether you
run, walk, or bike, make sure

youre using a route that is free
of dogs, other pets, and other
people. if you are sharing a

route with your kids, make sure
to “treat” them as well. we can
do this together! if your kiddos

need some motivation to
exercise, this online gym for

kids costs $20 a month. its got
an intuitive app, clear look, and
a library of kids workout videos.
its also got a mini-sprint course,

which you can try for free.
target your sleep (free) wake up
feeling energized with this (free)

app that tracks the quality of
your sleep, and gives you tips
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on how to improve your night of
shut-eye. its fun quizwill help
you figure out what type of

sleeper you are (from the hyper-
active to the dead-to-the-world),

and it can help you organize
your daily sleep routine (as well
as track everything from diet to
mood to work hours to stress).
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fitocracy (free) the free app
works in tandem with the

fitocracy site, encouraging you
to build a routine of cardio-
focused and weight-lifting

workouts. youll receive daily
workout challenges,
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encouraging you to work up a
sweat and post your fitness

stats to the site, where you can
view friends workouts and see

what theyre up to on the
leaderboard. the site is free to
use, but you can upgrade to a

premium account for $5 a
month. core balance yoga (free)

the app has 15-minute yoga
sessions, but the best option
here is the core balance yoga

videos. core balance yoga offers
free, 30-minute classes that

cover basic poses and breathing
techniques, and then offers four
different, 30-minute classes that

are designed to build more
targeted strength and balance.
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the classes include a core
workout, a lower-body workout,
a focused warm-up, and a cool-

down/relaxation routine. xa
institute for balance and

wellness (free) the free xa app
covers 10 of its 16 available
classes. included are core

workouts, balance and
stretching sessions, and lower-

body workouts. we like the
dynamic soundtrack and the
ease of use. you can pause,

rewind, and fast-forward videos,
and youll get a voiceover with
each move. core balance yoga

(free) the free app has
15-minute yoga sessions, but

the best option here is the core
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balance yoga videos. core
balance yoga offers free,

30-minute classes that cover
basic poses and breathing

techniques, and then offers four
different, 30-minute classes that

are designed to build more
targeted strength and balance.

the classes include a core
workout, a lower-body workout,
a focused warm-up, and a cool-

down/relaxation routine.
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